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Age of the Earth

“…be ready always to give an answer to every man that asketh you a reason of the hope that is in you with meekness and fear.”

I Peter 3:15

II Timothy 3:16 “All scripture is given by inspiration of God…”

1. B __ __ __ __
   I __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __
   B __ __ __ __
   L __ __ __ __ __
   E __ __ __

Three things we hope to accomplish with these seminars:
1. STRengthen faith in the Word.
2. HELP the lost to get found.
3. MOSivate the found to do something!

2. There are four great questions in life:
   A. __________ am I?
   B. __________ did I come from?
   C. __________ am I here?
   D. __________ am I going when I die?

(How you answer these questions is your worldview — your religion.)

3. There are two basic worldviews: (Unscramble.)
   A. A big bang made everything from nothing. __________
      (STAMINUH)
   B. Something intelligent designed all of this. __________
      (TRONISACITE)

Genesis 3:1 “Now the serpent was more subtil than any beast of the field which the LORD God had made. And he said unto the woman, Yea, hath God said…?”

Genesis 3:4 “And the serpent said unto the woman, ye shall not surely__________.”
Unscramble the words:
“If you tell a lie ___________(NLOG) enough, ____________(OLDU) enough, and ____________(TENOF) enough, the people will believe it.

People are more likely to believe a ____________(GIB) lie than a small one.”
—Hitler

BANANAS are/are not MADE FROM MOLDY SPIDER LEGS. (Circle one.)

NOTICE
IF YOU WANT PEOPLE TO BELIEVE A LIE, MIX SOME TRUTH IN WITH IT.

TRUTH + ERROR = LIE

Rat poison is 99.995% ___________ food.

Dinosaur Adventure Land is located in ________________, ____________.

There are six meanings to the word evolution:
A. _______________ - origin of time, space, and matter: FALSE
B. _______________ - origin of elements: FALSE
C. _______________ - origin of stars and planets: FALSE
D. _______________ - origin of life: FALSE
E. _______________ - animals change to other animals: FALSE
F. _______________ - variations within the kind: TRUE

(Genesis 1:12, 24 “…after his kind…”)

First Law of Thermodynamics:
______________ cannot be created or destroyed.

Two basic choices:
A. Somebody made the ____________.
B. The ________________ made itself.

BERKLEY is/is not A BIBLE COLLEGE. (Circle one)

If uni = “single” and verse = “spoken sentence,”
then universe = ________________ ________________ ________________

(Genesis 1:3 “And God said, Let there be…”)

IN THE BEGINNING, ___________ vs. IN THE BEGINNING, ____________.

Unscramble the words:
Evolution is not ________________(NICESEC). It is a ________________(EGILIRON).
16 Match these:

about 6,000 years ago  
4,400 years ago  
2,000 years ago  
Today  

Jesus came  
waiting for the Lord's return  
creation  
the Flood

17 A merry-go-round helps to demonstrate a law in physics known as: (Circle one)
A. Supply and demand.
B. the halfback option pass.
C. the copralite castle.
D. the conservation of angular momentum.

18 Second Law of Thermodynamics:
_________________________ tends toward disorder.

19 CREATION can/cannot BE TAUGHT IN PUBLIC SCHOOL. (Circle one.)

20 In ____________, prayer was taken out of public schools.

Pop quiz #A. Once upon a time, a girl kissed a frog. The frog turned into a prince and they lived happily ever after. (Circle one.)

TRUE STORY or FAIRY TALE?

Pop quiz #B. Once upon a time, a girl waited millions and millions of years for a frog to turn into a prince. Then, they lived happily ever after. (Circle one.)

TRUE STORY or FAIRY TALE?

21 Science has a history of being ____________:
A. All planets revolve around the earth. FALSE
B. Big objects fall faster than small objects. FALSE
C. Sickness is caused by “bad” blood. FALSE

Matthew 19:4 “…Have ye not read, that he which made them at the beginning made them male and female?”

Mark 10:6 “But from the beginning of the creation God made them male and female.”
To find the age of the earth, you must first find a ______________ factor.

Seminar One B

Colossians 1:16  “For by him (Jesus) were all things created,”

1. Matthew 19:4  “...he which made them at the ________________________…”

2. Mark 10:6  “...from the ________________________ of the creation…”

 Romans 5:12  “…as by one man sin entered into the world, and death by sin; and so death passed upon all men, for that all have sinned.”

 I Corinthians 15:21-22  “For since by man came death, by man came also the resurrection of the dead. For as in Adam all die,”

3. Which statement is true? (Circle one.)

   MAN BROUGHT DEATH INTO THE WORLD.

   or

   DEATH BROUGHT MAN INTO THE WORLD.

4. I Corinthians 15:45  “…The ________________ man Adam was made…”

5. THE BIBLE does/does not TEACH AN APPROXIMATE 6,000 YEAR HISTORY!!
   (Circle one.)

6. Hebrews 1:10  “And, Thou, Lord, in the ________________________ hast laid the foundation of the earth;”

7. Most likely, Cain married: (Circle one.)
   A. his grandmother.
   B. his sister.
   C. the butler.
   D. your mom.

8. NOAH’S FATHER (Lamech) could/could not HAVE KNOWN ADAM!!
   (Circle one)

9. Jesus quoted Genesis ________ times.

10. Nearly every other book in the Bible refers to ________________.

Population

11. Today, the world population is over ________ billion people.
    Today’s population can fit inside of the city limits of Jacksonville, Florida ______________.
    Jacksonville, Florida is about 25 ________________________ square feet in size.
If people have been here for 3 million years, the population would be about ___________ thousand people per square inch.
The Georgia Guidestones contain the 10 commandments of the New World Order. Commandment #1 says to maintain humanity ___________ 1/2 billion people.

**Space**

12. Galaxies spin and eventually lose their shape.
So, why are there still spiral galaxies? (Circle one)
   A. They forgot to stop spinning.
   B. Nobody told them when to stop.
   C. The galaxies are not billions of years old.
   D. Never squeeze toothpaste from the middle.

One star blows up (a supernova) about every thirty years.
The heavens show evidence of less than ___________ supernova rings.
That represents only a few thousand years.

13. Textbooks teach that it takes billions of years for red giant stars to “evolve” into ___________ dwarf stars.
   Sirius has done this in less than 2,000 years.

14. Planets are still ___________ off. They should have finished by now.

15. Why has Ganymede (one of Jupiter’s moons) not finished cooling off? (Circle one.)
   A. It does not like to be told what to do.
   B. It does not understand the rules.
   C. It is not billions of years old.
   D. Goat cheese is not very tasty.

16. Saturn has ___________ that are moving away from the planet.

17. The moon is moving ___________ away from the earth.
   **It used to be ___________.**
   **The tall dinosaurs got mooned!!**

18. Comets are always losing material and have a life expectancy of less than ___________ thousand years.

19. The ___________ cloud is supposedly 50,000 AU (astronomical units) away.
   1 AU = 93 million miles (the distance between the Sun and the Earth).
   Pluto is 39 AU away from the Sun.
BIBLE BELIEVING CREATIONISTS do/do not HAVE A PROBLEM WITH THE COMETS!! (Circle one.)

Psalm 19:1  “The heavens declare the glory of God; and the firmament sheweth his handywork.”

The word muse means “to ____________.”
The word amuse means “to not ____________.”

Earth

Job 12:8  “…speak to the earth, and it shall teach thee;…”

The earth is a giant magnet. Magnets eventually lose their strength.
The earth’s magnetic field has lost __________% of its strength in the last 150 years.

It used to be ____________________________.

To form Pangaea, the textbooks shrank Africa nearly ________% to make it fit.
It also took out all of _______________ and Central America.

The earth is spinning about _________ mph at the equator.
The earth slows down 1/1000 of a second every day.

It used to be going _________________.

I guess the dinosaurs DID learn to fly!!

Unscramble the words:
The Sahara Desert has a ________________________ (GARPINEVIL) wind pattern.
This causes ______________________________. (IDANCEITFORTIES)

The Sahara Desert currently grows about 4 miles a year.
If the earth is millions of years old, then why is the largest desert in the world only about 4,000 years old? (SEE THEORY.)

Oil, found underground, can have pressure up to ________ thousand pounds per square inch.
This is much more than the weight of the rock above it. The rock can only handle that pressure for less than ________ thousand years.

THEORY

About 6,000 years ago, God made everything. Then, about 4,400 years ago, there was a Flood.

THE BIBLE IS CORRECT!!

If the earth is millions of years old, why is the excess oil pressure still there? (SEE THEORY.)
In the laboratory, oil can be made in less than ________ minutes.

In 1942, the Lost Squadron landed in _____________________.

One plane was dug up in 1990, about ___________ feet below the surface.

In just 48 years, there were hundreds of rings between the surface and the plane.

THOSE RINGS are/are not ANNUAL RINGS!! (Circle one)

Why do the ice rings at the poles add up to less than 4,400 years?  
(SEE THEORY.)

IT does/does not TAKE MILLIONS OF YEARS FOR THINGS TO PETRIFY!! (Circle one)

The Mississippi River deposits sediments at a rate of 80 ______________ tons every hour into the delta in New Orleans. It has been estimated that it took about 30,000 years to accumulate all of today’s mud into that delta.

If the earth is millions of years old, then why isn’t the whole Gulf of Mexico full?  
(SEE THEORY.)

The world’s oldest tree, the bristlecone _____________, is about 4,300 years old.

If the earth is millions of years old, then why isn’t there an older tree somewhere?  
(SEE THEORY.)

The largest coral reef in the world is the Great Barrier Reef in _________________.

They estimate the age of the reef to be less than 4,200 years old.

If the earth is millions of years old, then why don’t we have a bigger reef somewhere?

The textbooks say that the ledge above ______________ Falls has been eroding for nearly 9,900 years at a rate of 4.7 feet per year, until recently.

If the earth is millions of years old, then why haven’t the falls eroded all of the way back to Lake Eerie? (SEE THEORY.)

When it rains, ________% of the water runs into the ocean carrying mineral salts.

The oceans are getting saltier every day.

If the earth is millions of years old, then why are the oceans only 3.6% salt?  
(SEE THEORY.)
IT does/does not TAKE MILLIONS OF YEARS TO FORM STALACTITES!! (Circle one.)

If the earth is millions of years old, then why hasn't erosion wiped out the mountains?
(SEE THEORY.)

If the earth is millions of years old, then why are the oldest languages less than 6,000 years old?
(SEE THEORY.)

If the earth is millions of years old, then why do historical records only go back as far as 5,000 - 6,000 years ago?
(SEE THEORY.)

IT is/is not EASY TO GET BRAIN WASHED! (Circle one.)

Colossians 2:8 "Beware lest any man spoil you through philosophy and vain deceit, after the tradition of ______________ , after the rudiments of the world, and not after ______________.”
The Garden of Eden

“Whereby the world that then was, being overflowed with water, perished.”

II Peter 3:6

Scoffers

1. II Peter 3:3 “…there shall come in the last days __________________…”

2. II Peter 3:5 “For this they __________________ are ignorant of, that by the word of God The heavens were of old, and the earth standing __________ of the water and ________ the water:”

II Peter 3:7 “…the heavens and the earth, which are now…reserved unto fire against the day of judgment…”

3. The scoffers are ignorant of:
   A. the C______ __ __ __ __ __ __
   B. the FLOOD
   C. the JUDGMENT

Gap Theory

4. The gap theory is the belief that there was a time gap between the first two verses of ____________________.

HEBREW LESSON #1:

without form = “_________________ ____________” (unformed)

void = “______________” (unfilled)

tohu waw bohu = “unformed and unfilled”

5. In 1611, the word replenish meant: (Circle one.)
   A. “too full”
   B. “to fill”
   C. “toe file”
HEBREW LESSON #2:

male = “fill”
shoov = “fill _______________”

(Genesis 1:28 “…be fruitful, and multiply, and replenish (male) the earth…”)

When did Satan fall?

Exodus 20:11 “For in six days the Lord made heaven and earth, the sea, and all that in them is, and rested the seventh day…”

(Creation took six days.)

Ezekiel 28:15 “Thou wast perfect in thy ways from the day that thou wast created…”

(Satan is a created being.)

Ezekiel 28:13, 15 “Thou hast been in Eden the garden of God…till iniquity was found in thee.”

(Satan was in the garden before he fell.)

Genesis 2:7, 8 “And the Lord God formed man of the dust of the ground…And the Lord God planted a garden eastward in Eden; and there he put the man whom he had formed.”

(The garden was created no sooner than day six.)

Hebrews 1:14 “Are they not all ministering spirits, sent forth to minister for them who shall be heirs of salvation?”

(The angels were created for us.)

Job 38:4, 7 “Where wast thou when I laid the foundations of the earth?…When the morning stars sang together, and all the sons of God shouted for joy?”

(Satan witnessed the laying of the foundations.)

Genesis 1:9, 13 “…and let the dry land appear…And the evening and the morning were the third day.”

(The foundations were laid on day three.)

Genesis 1:31 “And God saw every thing that he had made, and, behold, it was very good. And the evening and the morning were the sixth day.”

(Through day six, things were still perfect.)

Genesis 5:3 “And Adam lived an hundred and thirty years, and begat a son…and called his name Seth:”

(Seth was born 130 years after the creation.)

6 In ____________, Thomas Chalmers proposed the gap theory.
Gap Theory Questions

• Was there death before Adam's sin (Romans 5:12; I Corinthians 15:21)?

• When did Satan fall (Genesis 1:31; 2:8, Ezekiel 28:12-15)?

• Was Satan already the 'god of this world' when God gave Adam dominion over the earth (Genesis 1:26)?

• Thousands of species of plants and animals are found as fossils. Did God recreate all of these?

• When God said everything was very good, was Satan evil? Were Adam and Eve standing on thousands of dead plants and animals?

• Wouldn't the Flood erase all evidence of the “billions of years” taught in the gap theory?

• What did God mean when He said He created everything in six days (Exodus 20:11; 31:17)?

• Does everyone who reads the Bible need some “guru” to tell them what it says?

• Why can the words let and gay change meanings in 400 years, but the word replenish cannot (Romans 1:13; James 2:3)?

• Why do we need a gap? What took place during this time?

• Why does Revelation 21:1 state that the earth we live on now is the “first” earth if it really is not?

• Was Adam the first man as I Corinthians 15:45 states?

Day - Age Theory

7 Day 3: plants

Day 4: _________ (for photosynthesis)

Day 5: ________________ (to pollinate)

(If “one day” means more than just one day, then these plants are in trouble!!)

HEBREW LESSON #3:

There are no verses in the Bible where yom means anything other than a normal 24-hour day if it is modified with a number, such as “the second day.”

If Day 7 has no closure, then God must still be resting!!
Firmament

8 Birds do not fly in the ____________.

9 The firmament is: (Circle one.)
   A. dirt.
   B. air.
   C. water.
   D. chocolate pudding.

10 **Heaven #1**: the place where birds fly (Genesis 1:20)
   **Heaven #2**: home of the sun, ____________, and ________________ (Genesis 1:14, 16)
   **Heaven #3**: where God lives (II Corinthians 12:2)

   THE HEAVENS DECLARE THE GLORY OF GOD!!

11 Isaiah 40:22 “It is he that sitteth upon the _________________ of the earth…”

Pangaea Theory

The continents are already connected! (The oceans have dirt on the bottom.)

Canopy Theory

The canopy theory is the belief that there was a canopy of water, ice, or vapor above the atmosphere, which has since been destroyed by the Flood.

12 A canopy would turn the earth into a giant _________________.

13 An 80-feet-tall Apatosaurus had nostrils the same size as that of a _________________.

14 Amber is petrified ____________ ____________.

15 Air bubbles in amber have ________% more oxygen than today's atmosphere.

16 A canopy would increase air pressure to ________________ the current levels.

17 TODAY, ONLY _______% OF THE EARTH IS HABITABLE FOR MANKIND.
The good news about more oxygen and increased air pressure in the pre-Flood atmosphere:

- Healing process is accelerated.
- Plants grow bigger.
- Canopy blocks harmful rays from the sun.
- People live a lot longer (typically over 900 years).
- People grow a lot bigger.

\[(Genesis 6:4 \text{ “There were giants in the earth in those days…”})\]

Seminar Two B

\[Genesis 1:27 \text{ “So God created man in his own image…”}\]

**The Truth about Cavemen**

Many people in the Bible lived in caves (Genesis 19:30; Judges 6:2). Many people today also live in caves.

1. **Nebraska man** — The entire man and his wife were built from one tooth that later proved to be from a ____________ !

2. **Piltdown Man** — They combined a ____________ skull and the jawbone of an ____________ and filed them down until they fit together.

3. **Neanderthal Man** — He was just an old man with ________________, that had lived to be about 200 to 300 years old.

4. **Cro-Magnon Man** (*Australopithecus africanus*) — Proven wrong in ________.

5. **Lucy** (*Australopithecus afarensis*) — She was only about 40% of the entire skeleton and would have stood about __________ feet tall put together and alive.

   (Lucy’s knee joint was found over 1 mile away and about 200 feet deeper than the rest of the specimen.)

6. **LUCY is/is not** A MISSING LINK!! (Circle one.)

TEACHER’S WARNING!!

Matthew 18:6 “But whoso shall offend one of these little ones which believe in me, it were better for him that a millstone were hanged about his neck, and that he were drowned in the depth of the sea.”

Find out more about the Neanderthal Man in Jack Cuozzo’s book Buried Alive.
In a layer of ash in Africa, they found normal human ____________.

What should you conclude? (Circle one.)
A. A dinosaur with human feet walked there.
B. An ape-like creature walked there.
C. A normal human walked there.

THE EVOLUTIONARY THEORY IS A hindrance/help TO COMMON SENSE RESEARCH. (Circle one.)

Peking man — Researchers found several smashed ______________ skulls and some human ______________. They did not report, however, that they also found ________ human remains in the same cave.

Java man (Homo erectus) — Dr. Dubois took ________ human teeth, a human _________ bone, and an ape's _________ cap and put them together. He hid the fact that he found ________ normal human skulls in the same area.

Modern man (Homo sapien sapien)— There is something missing between his ears!

The word sapien means “wise.”

Romans 1:22 “Professing themselves to be ____________, they became ____________,”

If you find a fossil in the dirt, all you know is, it ____________!

(Bones in the dirt cannot do something living animals cannot do!)

The Stone Age

The “Stone Age” happened: (Circle one.)
A. after the Flood
B. about 2.5 gazillion years ago
C. at high noon

The word __________________________ was added to the dictionary about 100 years ago.
Insects breathe through their ____________. As an insect gets larger, the surface area to volume ratio drops off! That is why insects cannot be as huge as they were before the Flood.

Fossilized cockroaches have been found ________ inches long.

An 8 ½ feet long fossilized centipede was found in Germany.

Fossilized grasshoppers have been found ______ feet long.

A fossilized tarantula has been found with a leg span of ______ feet.

Fossilized cattails have been found ______ feet tall.

A donkey, 9 feet tall, was found in Lubbock, Texas.

Buffalo horns with a span of 12 feet were found.

They found elk antlers with a span of ______ feet.

Kangaroo fossils have been found that are ________ feet tall.

They found a giant goose standing as tall as an ___________________ that weighed up to half a ton.

Fossilized beavers have been found 8 feet long.

Increasing air pressure diffuses more oxygen into the water. A 1-inch shark's tooth would be from a shark, ________ feet long. Sharks before the Flood grew up to ___________ feet long!

Large oyster shells were found in the mountains of Peru, _________ miles above sea level.

Many clams are found fossilized in the ________________ position! When clams die, they immediately ___________. They must have been buried quickly.

Dinosaurs and Man

The word dinosaur means: (Circle one.)
A. “terrible lizard”
B. “feathered one”
C. “fuzzy bunny”
Dinosaur and human fossils have been found in the same layers together all over the world.

28 The Ica Stones (Nasca Burial Stones) from Ica, ____________ show humans and dinosaurs together.

29 Human footprints were found alongside dinosaur tracks in Glen Rose, ____________.

30 One of the footprints still had dermal ridges (similar to fingerprints) for the first few months that it was exposed. The man's stride between steps was about _____ to _____ feet.

31 Many human artifacts are found inside lumps of ____________.

32 PREFLOOD MAN was/was not IGNORANT (Circle one.)?

Pre-Flood Food

33 God gave Adam and Eve a perfect world and a perfect ____________.

34 God said for Adam and Eve to eat the green herbs and: (Circle one.)
   A. the fruits, the vegetables, and the seeds.
   B. hamburgers, fries, and a coke.
   C. hot dog, apple pie, and chevrolet.

35 Seeds contain a vitamin known as ____________.

   The protein coating surrounding cancer cells is the only thing that will make the cyanide in seeds harmful.

36 The average age of the Hunza people was ____________ years when they were first discovered. One of the favorite foods among the Hunza's is apricot seeds.

37 Scurvy was caused by a deficiency of vitamin _____.

38 Psalm 104:14-15 “…herb for the service of man...And ____________ which strengtheneth man's heart.”

WARNING:
The whiter the bread, the quicker you're dead!!
The Two Basic Philosophies of Health and Medicine

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CREATION</th>
<th>EVOLUTION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nutrition Therapy</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The body was designed by an all-wise Creator. He designed the food supply to provide our needs.</td>
<td>The body is a collection of chemicals that formed by chance. Diseases should be treated with drugs.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Do NOT unplug your lights!!

40 I Timothy 6:10 "For the love of _____________ is the root of all ________.”

Fluoride has been found to be extremely toxic to the human system.

The Bible has ALWAYS had the answers for all of our health and nutritional needs.

41 Everything was vegetarian before the Flood. It was not until _____________ the Flood that people and animals were allowed to eat meat.

   Genesis 9:3 “Every moving thing that liveth shall be meat for you…”

ONE DAY...

42 Isaiah 11:6 “The wolf also shall dwell with the _____________, and the leopard shall lie down with the kid; and the calf and the young lion and the fatling together; and a little _____________ shall lead them.”

God is going to make a new heaven and a new earth. Everything will return to the way He intended it to be. Will you be in it? Now, the decision is yours. We hope to see you there!
Dinosaurs and the Bible

“...shall be a fiery flying serpent.”

Isaiah 14:29

1. NO HUMAN BEING HAS EVER SEEN A LIVE DINOSAUR!! (Circle one.)
   
   FACT or BELIEF?

2. **Genesis 1:1** “In the beginning, ________ created the heaven and the earth.”

3. **Exodus 20:11** “For in _______ days the Lord made heaven and earth, the sea, and ALL that in them is...”

4. If God created EVERYTHING in six days, Adam must have seen ____________.

5. ______________ never stop growing.

6. Which is bigger? (Circle one.)
   
   A. a young dinosaur
   B. an older dinosaur
   C. spinach between your teeth

7. The largest known dinosaur egg is smaller than a ________________.

8. Some things for Noah to consider while loading animals on the ark:
   
   A. Only bring land animals.
   B. Only bring those that breathe through their _________________.
   C. Only bring the younger ones. (They’ll live longer and multiply more.)
   D. Only bring _________ of each kind (...and seven of some).

9. IT IS IMPOSSIBLE TO FIT AN UNKNOWN AMOUNT OF ANIMALS INTO AN UNKNOWN SIZED BOAT!! (Circle one)
   
   FACT or BELIEF?

   **EVOLUTIONIST’S LIFE VERSE:**

   **Jeremiah 2:27** “Saying to a stock, Thou art my father: and to a stone, Thou hast brought me forth...”
10. Why are there so many surviving Flood legends? (Circle one.)
   A. People can’t keep secrets.
   B. They had too much late-night pizza.
   C. There really was a Flood!!

11. Mount Ararat is located in the country of _________________.

12. Genesis 8:4  “And the ark rested in the _________________ month…”

13. There are four basic theories about the ark of Noah:
   A. They took it apart.
   B. It eventually rotted.
   C. It is still on ___________ of Mount Ararat.
   D. It is in the valley of the mountains of Ararat.

14. A cubit is the distance from the elbow to the _________________.

15. Noah’s ark is about 2/3 the size of the _________________ and almost two football fields long.

16. THE DINOSAURS BECAME EXTINCT!! (Circle one.)
   FACT or BELIEF?

17. Some differences after the Flood:
   A. The average age of people dropped to about 400, then ________, then 100.
   B. The protective canopy of water was gone.
   C. The climate was different.
   D. Man began to hunt animals.

   (Genesis 9:3  “Every moving thing that liveth shall be meat for you…”)

18. Why are there so many dragon-slaying legends? (Circle one.)
   A. It is a government conspiracy.
   B. They had too much late-night pizza.
   C. People really did kill dragons!!

   Isaiah 14:29 “…shall be a fiery flying serpent.”

   Job 41:19  “Out of his mouth go burning lamps, and sparks of fire leap out.”

19. Daniel was a man that understood _________________.

For more information, check out www.wyattmuseum.com.
20 Why did Marco Polo say that the Chinese Emperor was raising dragons to pull chariots in his parade? (Circle one.)
   A. He was misquoted.
   B. They had too much late-night pizza.
   C. The Emperor really was raising dragons for his parades!!

21 Why did the Emperor of China appoint the post of Royal Dragon Feeder in 1611? (Circle one)
   A. He was a twit.
   B. They had too much late-night pizza.
   C. …to feed the royal dragons!!

22 Nasca burial stones were found in ___________, Peru.

23 Fossilized dinosaur skin was found about twenty years ago with ________________ patterns on it.

24 MAN AND DINOSAURS DID NOT LIVE AT THE SAME TIME!! (Circle one.)
   FACT or BELIEF?

25 Why are there so many reported sightings of sea monsters throughout history? (Circle one.)
   A. It is just a coincidence.
   B. Too mu…
   ( …aww, just fill in your own answer.) ________________________________.

26 ______________ is made of puked up octopus.

Seminar Three B

1 Match these:
   The word dinosaur originated ____________ 1611
   The English KJV Bible was translated ____________ 1841

2 Modern science is starting to catch up to the book of ____________.
   Wind comes from the _____________.
   The lightning (electricity) can be used to send a _____________.

3 II Opinions 4:7 “Whosoever payeth the ____________, maketh the ____________.”
Job 40:17  “He moveth his tail like a cedar…” (Circle the one to which this refers.)
A. a hippo
B. an elephant
C. a dinosaur

DINOSAURS LIVED MILLIONS OF YEARS AGO!! (Circle one.)
FACT  or  BELIEF?

Job 40:21  “He lieth under the shady trees, in the covert of the reed, and ______.”

The largest swamp in the world is located in Central Africa. The Likouala Swamp is _______ thousand square miles in size. That is about the same as the state of Florida.

Several sightings of possible living creatures around the Likouala Swamp include:
A. “Chipekwe”
B. “Ngururi”
C. “Mahamba”
D. “Mokele-Mbembe”

Solve the scramble:
Mokele-Mbembe’s favorite food is the ___________________ (LOBAMOM) plant.

Mokele-Mbembe might be an Apatosaurus.

Many sightings of creatures occur in the ________________ River.

Loch Ness was made accessible by a road in the year ____________.

Check out www.genesispark.org for more information.

Over 11,000 sightings of the Loch Ness monster have been reported. To find library books on the Loch Ness monster, go to 001.9 in the Dewey Decimal system. In the Library of Congress system, go to QL89.

In 1977 off of the coast of New ________________, a Japanese fishing boat hauled a dead creature on board.

The most popular argument used by skeptics is to say that the creature was just a basking ____________.
Match the following dinosaur sightings with their location.

13. _____ Lake Ikeda, Southern Japan  
   A. U.S.O.
14. _____ China  
   B. Loch Ness Monster
15. _____ Kelowna, British Columbia  
   C. Ogopogo
   (Lake Okanagan)
16. _____ Cadboro Bay, British Columbia  
   D. Lake Champlain Monster
17. _____ Between Vermont and Quebec  
   E. Cadborosaurus
18. _____ Block Island (just off Rhode Island)  
   F. Besse
19. _____ Lake Erie  
   G. Issie
20. _____ Scituate Harbor, Massachusetts  
   H. Memphre
21. _____ Arkansas  
   I. White River Monster
22. _____ Between New York and Vermont  
   J. Scituate Sea Monster
23. The Bible makes mention of the ________________ in the sea (Isaiah 27).
24. Pteradactyls may still be alive in Africa. The locals call them the ________________.
25. Alton, Illinois is home to the legend of the _______________ Bird.

GOD SHOULD GET THE GLORY FOR WHAT HE MADE!!
There's a war going on. Let's get busy!!
ADDITIONAL NOTES:
Lies in the Textbooks

“All things continue as they were from the beginning of the creation.”

II Peter 3:4

WARNING
Lies should not be used to teach a theory or belief system.

Most states have laws that require __________________________ to be accurate.

1. **#1: GRAND CANYON FORMED SLOWLY**

2. The __________________ River runs through the middle of the Grand Canyon.

3. Points to ponder:
   A. The top of the canyon is higher than the _________________.
   B. The river only runs through the _________________.
   C. The top is higher than where the river enters the canyon by 4,000 feet.
   D. Rivers do ___________ flow uphill.
   C. Where is the delta for the Grand Canyon?

4. The canyon was washed out by _____________ Lake and _____________ Lake.
   (You can still see the beach line of these lakes.)

5. **#2: GEOLOGIC COLUMN**

6. James ________________ (1726-1796) wrote *Theory of the Earth*.

7. Unscramble the rest of this word. “UNI __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __”
   (AIROFMRIMANTIS)

8. In 1830, Charles ________________ wrote *Principles of Geology*. He developed the geologic column.
8. Where is the one place in the world to find the geologic column? (Circle one.)
   A. in Rolling Stone magazine
   B. on the dock of the bay
   C. in the textbooks
   D. in the kitchen with Dinah

9. If the geologic column existed in one location, it would be __________ miles thick.

10. If the layers are different ages, there should be ___________________ marks between the layers.

#3: CIRCULAR REASONING

11. Which statement is scientifically correct? (Circle one.)
   A. Fossils are dated by the rock layers.
   B. Rock layers are dated by the fossils.
   C. Circular reasoning is GOOFY!!

12. RADIOACTIVE DECAY is/is not USED TO DATE FOSSILS!! (Circle one.)

#4: INDEX FOSSILS

13. Trilobites and graptolites could both still be ______________ today.

14. In 1938, the ____________________ was found to be very much alive.

15. Human _____________ were found in the same strata as dinosaurs.

16. Fossils (such as trees) reaching up through many rock layers at once are known as ________________ fossils. (Many hundreds have been found.)

17. Many are found to be ________________ down.

18. Mount St. ________________ is a great example of how polystrate fossils form.

19. IT does/does not TAKE MILLIONS OF YEARS FOR THINGS TO PETRIFY!! (Circle one)

20. Darwin was greatly influenced by Lyell’s book during his voyage on the H.M.S. ____________.

21. Darwin began to study the finches on the __________________ Islands.
#5: DEFINING EVOLUTION

**LIE**

22 -evolution has nothing to do with macro evolution or any of the other types of evolution.

#6: PLANT AND ANIMAL RELATIONS

**LIE**

23 Which is not like the other? (Circle one.)

A. a dog  
B. a wolf  
C. a coyote  
D. a banana

24 VARIATIONS do/do not HAVE LIMITS!! (Circle one)

“Let me control the textbooks and I will control the state…”

— Hitler

25 ________% of children raised in Christian homes who attend public schools will reject the Christian faith by their first year of college.

**Seminar Four B**

#7: NATURAL SELECTION

**LIE**

1 Evolution is based on two faulty assumptions.

A. _______________________ make something new.

B. Natural _______________________ makes it survive

2 Natural selection selects; it does not _________________.

#8: PEPPERED MOTH

3 It was proven to be phony. The moths were ______________ to the tree.

#9: COMPARATIVE ANATOMY

4 COMMON DESIGN INDICATES A COMMON ancestor/designer!! (Circle one)
#10: GILL SLITS (ONTOGENY RECAPITULATES PHYLOGENY)

There is NO biogenetic law. In 1875, Haeckel was found to have made up the whole thing. He faked the drawings.

5. The human _________________ has no gill slits.

#11: IT IS NOT A HUMAN LIFE

6. Unscramble this word.
   It is human at _______________________. (COPENONTIC)

7. ________% of babies born at 5 ½ months survive.

Genesis 16:11
“…Behold, thou art with child,…”

SEPTEMBER 11, 2001

| Terrorists killed about 3,000 people. | Abortionists killed about 4,500 Americans. |

This one happens every day!

#12: VESTIGIAL ORGANS

8. The appendix is part of your _________________ system.

#13: WHALE EVOLUTION

9. The whale’s pelvic bones are used for ________________________.

#14: SNAKE LEGS

10. These claws are used for ________________.
There are _______ little muscles that attach to the tail bone.

The retina is less than _______ square inch and contains over 137 million light-sensitive cells.

Romans 1:20 “For the invisible things of him from the creation of the world are clearly seen, …so that they are without excuse.”

A DESIGN does/does not REQUIRE A DESIGNER!! (Circle one.)

Are you dumb in any other areas?

The hair from a bacteria is like a complex motor. It is so tiny that _______ million of them would fit in the cross section of an average human hair.

It rotates up to 100,000 rpm, forwards or backwards.

(That is like a human swimming 60 mph through peanut butter.)

No/much EVIDENCE OR PROOF FOR THIS BELIEF!! (Circle one.)

Life cannot evolve with or without ____________.

Miller and Urey were able to produce _______ amino acids in a poisonous mixture.

HUMANS, BIRDS, AND CROCODILES do/do not HAVE A COMMON ANCESTOR!! (Circle one.)
#21: SMALLER IS SIMPLER

5 One paramecium is more complex than the __________ ___________.

(Thousands of them will fit into a drop of water.)

6 The honeybee can fly 1 _____________ miles on one gallon of honey.

7 The _____________ brain is millions of times more complex than a honeybee's.

A Honeybee’s Brain Compared to a Super Computer

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Tiny</th>
<th>Huge</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Speed</td>
<td>1 trillion/sec</td>
<td>6 billion/sec*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy</td>
<td>10 Microwatts</td>
<td>many Megawatts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consumption</td>
<td></td>
<td>(10,000,000 or more)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost</td>
<td>Cheap</td>
<td>Lots ($48 million)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maintenance Personnel</td>
<td>None (self healing)</td>
<td>Many</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight</td>
<td>Not much</td>
<td>2,300 lbs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conclusions:</td>
<td>Evolved?</td>
<td>Designed</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*NASA’s Y-MPC90

#22: DNA PROOF

8 The human body contains __________ trillion cells. Each cell has __________ DNA strands in it.

9 From conception to birth, the baby adds __________ thousand cells per minute to its body.

Psalm 139:14  “I will praise thee; for I am fearfully and wonderfully made;…”

#23: AMINO ACIDS SHOW COMMON ANCESTOR

10 All living things make proteins from the same ________ kinds of amino acids.

11 The genetic difference between a human and a chimpanzee is at least 1.6%. That is a gap of at least 48 million nucleotides.

A change of only ______ nucleotides is fatal to an animal.

12 Today, they understand the difference between man and chimpanzee is much _________________ than previously thought.

#24: FOSSIL RECORD

13 THERE ARE no/many TRANSITIONAL FOSSILS!! (Circle one)
If you find a fossil in the dirt, you can be certain of this: (Circle one.)
A. It had kids.
B. It had kids different from the parents.
C. It could do something living things today cannot do.
D. It's dead!!

equilibrium is the idea that evolution happened so fast that it left behind no evidence. (such as a bird being hatched from a reptilian egg).

Circle the correct statement.
A. Evolution happened quickly like Gould said.
B. Evolution happened slowly like Darwin said.
C. Evolution did not happen at all!!

This was proven wrong over ________ years ago.
The number of _________ is a good way to show that the horse did not evolve.
The so-called “___________ horse” is still alive in Turkey and East Africa today.

The archaeopteryx is a perching _____________.
At least ________ birds today have claws on their wings.
Problems with the reptile to bird theory.
A. Lungs are _____________.
B. Modern birds are found in layers with and below the dinosaurs.
C. Scales and feathers are very different.
D. Birds have a four-chambered heart while most reptiles have three.
E. The eggs are very different.
F. There is ____ fossil evidence.
Get your kids out of the system.
Arm your children with information.
Educate the teachers.
Change the books.
Change the laws.
Change all of the people.

IT AGAINST THE LAW TO TEACH CREATION IN PUBLIC SCHOOLS!!
(Circle one.)

Suggestions for things to do about lies in the textbooks:

A. Get your kids out of the system.
B. Arm your children with information.
C. Educate the teachers.
D. Change the books.
E. Change the laws.
F. Change all of the people.

Romans 1:28  “And even as they did not like to retain God in their knowledge, God gave them over to a reprobate ______________, to do those things which are not convenient;”

II Thessalonians 2:11  “And for this cause God shall send them strong ______________, that they should believe a lie:”

26 IT is/is not AGAINST THE LAW TO TEACH CREATION IN PUBLIC SCHOOLS!!
ADDITIONAL NOTES:
The three things we hope to cover in this topic:

1. What is going on?
2. Why is the evolution theory dangerous?
3. What can be done about these things?

**WHAT IS GOING ON?**

WHY would Joseph Stalin order the execution of 14,700 Polish POW officers?
WHY would Hitler justify killing nearly 6 million Jews?
WHY would Pol Pot murder more than 1/3 of his own people in Cambodia?
WHY would the Australian Aborigines be rounded up and shot for museums?
WHY would Kip Kinkle kill his parents and two other students in his school?
WHY has the crime rate jumped so high in recent history?
WHY has there been such an increase in unwed birth rates?
WHY would students at Columbine High School try to kill everybody?

Without God, you can't tell ____________ from ____________.

Either there is a God or there isn't.

Both possibilities are frightening!!

**WHY IS THE EVOLUTION THEORY DANGEROUS?**

**RACISM**

In 1859, Darwin came out with *The Origin of Species by Means of Natural Selection or the Preservation of Favoured *__________ in the Struggle for Life.

“is the study of the agencies under social control, that improve or impair the racial qualities of future generations either physically or mentally.”

— Sir Francis Galton
In ____________, the World's Fair was held in St. Louis, Missouri. Other nationalities were put on display to show the supposed evolutionary superiority of the white American.

An African pygmy, named ____________ ______________, was placed in a cage with chimpanzees as an evolutionary display.

In ____________, Congress scrapped all treaties with the Indians and moved them off to the reservations

Malachi 2:10  "Have we not all one father? hath not one God created us? Why do we deal treacherously every man against his brother..."

Acts 17:26  "And hath made of __________ blood all nations of men for to dwell on all the face of the earth..."

NAZISM

Hitler believed the ________________ were the superior race that deserved to rule the world.

Hitler's book, Mein Kampf, is full of his racist evolutionary beliefs.

"I regard ________________ as the most fatal, seductive lie that ever existed."

— Hitler

COMMUNISM

______________ is the founder of communism.

The Communist Manifesto, written in 1848, tries to establish:

A. The abolition of ________________ property

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CREATION</th>
<th>EVOLUTION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Laws come from the Creator.</td>
<td>Laws come from man's opinion.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rights are unalienable.</td>
<td>Rights are granted by government.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government is limited to the punishment of evildoers and defense.</td>
<td>Government should be the all-powerful provider.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONSTITUTIONAL REPUBLIC</td>
<td>DEMOCRACY</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
B. A heavy progressive _________________ tax
C. The abolition of inheritance rights
D. The confiscation of property rights
E. A central bank
F. The government ownership of communication (FCC) and transportation (TSA)
G. The government ownership of factories and agriculture
H. The government control of ________________
I. Corporate farms and regional planning
J. _____________ education for all children

NEW WORLD ORDER

There are plans to reduce the whole world's population to about ½ a ________________.

To get people to accept the new world order, a major ________________ is needed.

F.E.M.A. (Federal Emergency Management Agency) will provide the “muscle” for Martial Law.

WHO’S INVOLVED?

• United ________________
• World Council of Churches
• Trilateral Commission, CFR
• Bilderbergers, IMF, International Bankers
• Club of Rome
• Communists, Socialists
• National Education Association (NEA)
• NOW, ACLU
• Masonic Lodge

SOLUTION

Matthew 28:19-20 "________ ye therefore, and _____________ all nations,
_______________________ them in the name of the Father, and of the
Son, and of the Holy Ghost: Teaching them to observe all things
whatsoever I have commanded you: and, lo, I am with you alway, even
unto the end of the world. Amen.”
IT'S TIME TO GET MOTIVATED!!

19 TWELVE THINGS TO DO:

A. Remember, God is in control (Psalm 2).
B. Be ___________ as serpents (Matthew 10:16 & Proverbs 22:3).
C. Be careful for nothing (Phillipians 4:6).
D. ___________ for those in authority (I Timothy 2:1).
E. Preach the Gospel (Mark 16:15).
F. Be the ___________ of the earth (Matthew 5:13).
G. Use your influence (I & II Kings, Daniel, Acts, etc.).
H. Teach the truth about Creation (Acts 17:24).
I. Don't get ______________________ (Mark 4:19).
J. Listen for the ___________________ (I Thessalonians 4:16).
K. Win ______________(Proverbs 11:30)!!
L. Read the last chapter. We win (Revelation 22:1-21)!!

Call or write for a free catalog.
www.drdino.com
850-479-3466
Creation Science Evangelism
29 Cummings Rd.
Pensacola, FL 32503
ADDITIONAL NOTES:
The Hovind Theory

"In the beginning God created the heaven and the earth."

Genesis 1:1

1. In the Hovind theory, we will address three important events:
   A. The C__ __ __ __ __ __ __
   B. The C__ __ __ __
   C. The C__ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ (the Flood)

   **THE CREATION**

2. Scoffers are ignorant of
   • the _________________
   • the _______________
   • the coming _________________

   WILLINGLY IGNORANT = DUMB ON PURPOSE

3. The CREATIONIST'S TIMELINE begins around 6 _________________ years ago.
   The EVOLUTIONIST'S TIMELINE begins around 20 billion years ago.

   **THE CURSE**

4. Woman - pain in childbearing; man will have the ________________ over her

5. Man - the ground is ________________ “for thy sake”

   **THE CATASTROPHE**

6. The Flood left ________________ - fossils are found everywhere!
   (Satan tries to use fossils that should testify of God’s judgment to deceive people into thinking it testifies of millions of years.)
Some Background Information

7 The Bible says that the crust of the earth was “_____________ __________” above the waters (Psalm 136:6).

8 Job 38:8 compares the water gushing out of the earth to the water gushing out of the ____________.

9 The Evidence used to support the Continental Drift:
   A. The _______________ of the continents seem to fit.  \(\text{FALSE}\)
   B. Similar ________________ are found on opposite sides of the ocean.  \(\text{FALSE}\)
   C. There are _______________ _______________ on the ocean floor.  \(\text{FALSE}\)

Find out about magnetic reversals at Walt Brown’s website www.creationscience.com or in Brian Young’s book Doubts About Creation! Not After This! available through our bookstore.

10 The Hydroplate Theory
   • The preFlood earth was probably one supercontinent with lush vegetation, seas, rivers, and minor mountains.
   • There was a shell of water about __________ mile thick under the crust.
   • When the crust cracked, the water gushed out of the crack.

11 The Mid-Atlantic Ridge was probably the crack in the crust. As the crack became wider, the ________________ would bend and crack. The cracks filled in with water (now sediment). These cracks would be the cause of the changes in magnetic intensity.

12 The Continental Drift theory tries to avoid:
   A. The magnetic field is becoming ______________.
   B. There is not much sediment on the bottom of the ocean.

   THE ICE AGE

13 At one time, ice existed all the way down to _______________ _____________, Missouri.

14 When ice melts, it leaves behind a pile of _______________, known as morains.
Two Questions to Ask about the Ice Age:

Where does it fit into the Bible? Was it really millions of years ago?

Near the North Pole, researchers have found many frozen mammoths, rhinoceroses, camels, and bobcats.

- Some were found standing up.
- There was undigested ___________ in their stomachs and teeth.
- They died of ___________________ — no water was found in their lungs.
- Ice crystals in their blood indicate that they froze in less than five hours - this means that they would have had to been in temperatures of around -300°F.

Quick Science Review

Inverse Square Law

The force of attraction between two objects is inversely proportional to the square of the _______________ between them.

This applies to forces involving: (Circle one.)

A. Gravity
B. Light
C. Magnetism
D. Girls
E. All of the above

Gyroscope -

When a spinning top is struck, it will wobble for awhile; then, it will recover spinning, but at a different _____________.

It appears from the changes in the earth's tilt that something struck the earth about ___________ years ago, making the earth wobble for several thousand years.

Some of the planets have ________________ on them.

Mysner Effect -

A _______________ will float above a superconductor.

Ice meteors are common in space and are normally -400 to -300°F.
22 Some Points to Ponder:

- If a comet is moving too fast, it will break apart—they have a maximum velocity.
- The earth's ________________ field is getting weaker.
- Supercold particles are magnetically deflected or statically ____________.
- The preFlood world was very different.
- Genesis 10:25 says about Peleg, “...for in his days was the earth divided…”
  Peleg means “_______________” - he lived 239 years.
  Joktan means “____________________”.
- The preFlood earth had a water canopy overhead and water under the crust.
- Sometimes there are two ways to look at things.

How Fast Was That Calf Going, Anyways?

23 Eight Points of the Hovind Theory

- Noah and the animals made it safely into the ark.
- A -300°F ice meteor came flying through space.
- The ice meteor broke apart, making the ______________ surrounding some of the planets (such as Saturn); the Earth's poles were “snowed on” by supercold ice particles.
- The dumping of ice caused the earth to crack, releasing the ______________ of the deep. This caused the earth to wobble and the canopy to collapse.
- The animals and plants killed in the Flood settled out and were buried.
  Plants became ______________.
  Animals became oil, natural gas, and/or fossils.
- The unstable plates cracked, shifted, and moved around while water filled the low places.
- The ice caps slowly melted back, raising the ocean level above the continental ______________ and shortening the lives of people in the days of Peleg.

24 Frozen leaves were found not fossilized 250 miles from the ______________ Pole.

Dinosaur bones and tracks were found in Alaska.
The earth has two North Poles:

A. Geographic (True) North: the earth __________ around this one

B. Magnetic North: located in ________________

The Ice Age centered around the magnetic north. The snow trapped the animals and froze them in less than 5 hours.

Two Theories about the Ice Age among Creationists:

1. The Flood caused the Ice Age.
2. (Hovind Theory) The Ice Age caused the Flood.

THE FOUNTAINS OF THE DEEP

Genesis 7:19 "And the waters prevailed exceedingly upon the earth; and all the ______________ ________________, that were under the whole heaven, were covered."

IT was/was not A LOCAL FLOOD!! (Circle one.)

Petrified clams in the closed position were found at the top of Mt. ________________.

Giant oysters were found in Peru, ______ miles above sea level.

SOME HELPFUL FACTS

- Mt. Everest is a good way from the beach.
- Clams do not climb mountains very well.
- When a clam dies, it opens.

Today, it takes ____________ years to get 1” of diatomaceous earth.

- Possibly the largest diatomaceous earth quarry is located in ________________, California; it is about 1500 feet thick.
- In 1976, a baleen whale was embedded in the quarry, standing on end; it was ______ feet long.
- Lompoc is right along the ______________ ______________ Fault Line. (As the hot water burst through the crust, the diatoms and most sea life within a certain radius were killed, causing rapid accumulation of diatoms and fossils.)

Genesis 7:18 "And the waters ________________, and were increased greatly upon the earth; and the ark went upon the face of the waters."
In the first few months of the Flood, dead animals would settle out. Swirling waters would make them form fossil graveyards.

32 ____________________ - the pressing and releasing of sand under water that causes objects suspended in the sand to be buried and sorted

(If the earth was smoothed out and covered with water, as in the Flood, the tides would change ___________ feet every 6 hours and 25 minutes.)

33  
F ____________  
A ____________  
R ____________  
M ____________

Why are animals sorted into layers (From a clam’s perspective)?

A. Habitat - Clams would be sorted to the bottom of the layers because they live at the bottom.
B. Intelligence - Clams are not too smart. (Shhh! You might hurt their feelings if you say it too loud!)
C. Mobility - Clams cannot run very fast.
D. Body Density - Clams tend to be heavier than bird feathers.

WHERE DID THE WATER GO?

It is still there!

34 Assuaged means “to drop or sink __________.”

35 During the last part of the Flood, the shifting plates began sinking and lifting up. Water rushed into the low places, the high places lifted up to form the ________________ ranges. Water rushed off, causing heavy erosion very quickly.

So . . . Was Mt. Everest under water? Mount Everest was not there! It did not form until the last few months of the Flood as the plates lifted up.
THE EARTH'S CRUST

36 Pensacola, Florida has about 0 chance of earthquake activity because: (Circle one.)
   A. God is a big Emmitt Smith fan.
   B. Florida is not close enough to a fault line.
   C. The Baptists won't allow it.

37 Bent rock layers indicate that they were bent while they were ___________.
   There are no cracks in the rock!

MUCH ADOO ABOUT A KANGAROO

Scoffers ask, “How did the kangaroos get to Australia?”

The Answer!

38 When Noah got off the ark, the continents were larger than they are today because there
   was an abundance of ice around the North and South Poles.
   • The deepest point of the English Channel is 150 feet deep.
   • The water between Alaska and Russia is _______ feet deep.
   • The water between Australia and Vietnam is only 30-50 feet deep.
   The koala, wombat, and kangaroo would have been at the fringe of the migration wave
   (They did not want to be eaten.) When they got to Australia, they reached a dead end.
   The ice caps melted, the water filled in the oceans and closed these critters off from their
   predators.

39 ONE CATASTROPHE can/cannot REARRANGE THE REAL ESTATE IN A HURRY!!
   (Circle one.)

Be sure to watch Seminar 4-A: Lies in the Textbooks for a more in-depth look at how the
   Grand Canyon formed. Also, come by Dinosaur Adventure
   Land in Pensacola, Florida to see our demonstration of the Grand Canyon.

40 What did Mount St. Helens teach us?
   A. The ________ sorted things into layers automatically.
   B. When it blew out steam, it caused erosion pits with erosion marks on its side.
   C. In only ______ hours, mudflow carved 3 canyons 100 feet deep.
   D. Many trees were blown into ________________ Lake.
      • Scientists estimate that there are over 20 thousand trees at the bottom of Spirit Lake.
      • Many are buried upright and standing 15 feet deep in sediments.
      • They settled out by species, giving the appearance of a complete forest.
      • The bark settled out and formed a layer at the bottom. This will turn into
         ____________ under the right conditions.
There are _______ separate layers of coal in the Midwest.

Hundreds of _____________________ ________________ are found on the ceiling of a coal mine in southeast Utah.

The Hebrew phrase Halak-va-shub means: (Circle one.)
A. “going and returning”.
B. “walking and chewing gum”.
C. “have a nice day”.

The ark rested in the _________ month, but Noah did not get out of the boat until the _________ month.

Why did he stay in the ark so long?
A. It was not safe to get out yet - the water was still going back and forth.
B. The ground was still muddy - there was not anything to __________.
C. There was nothing to _______________ with.

In the 10\textsuperscript{th} month, the tops of the mountains were seen.

Several theories about what the Bible means by “the _______________ was divided”:
1. The languages were confused and the nations separated (as in the Tower of Babel).
2. The continents moved.
3. The water level rose and divided the continents.
4. The land was surveyed.

Researchers are finding the remains of underwater _______________.
(They were probably post-Flood cities that had to be abandoned as the ice caps melted.)

NEARLY EVERYTHING WE SEE IN NATURE should/should not REMIND US OF GOD’S JUDGMENT ON THE WORLD!! (Circle one.)
ADDITIONAL NOTES:
Questions and Answers

“...be ready always to give an answer to every man that asketh you...”

I Peter 3:15

Ecclesiastes 7:25  “I applied mine heart to know, and to search, and to seek out wisdom, and the reason of things, and to know the wickedness of folly, even of foolishness and madness:”

II Timothy 2:15  “Study to show thyself approved unto God, a workman that needeth not to be ashamed, rightly dividing the word of truth.”

1 DON'T ALL SCIENTISTS BELIEVE IN EVOLUTION?

2 IS IT LEGAL TO TEACH CREATION IN PUBLIC SCHOOLS?

3 HOW DO WE SEE STARS THAT ARE BILLIONS OF LIGHT-YEARS AWAY?
Seminar Seven B

4. IS THE REDSHIFT PROOF OF THE BIG BANG?

5. IS THE SUN SHRINKING?

6. WHAT ABOUT CARBON DATING?

7. DOES POTASSIUM-ARGON DATING PROVE THE EARTH IS MILLIONS OF YEARS OLD?
8. HAVE FRESH DINOSAUR BONES BEEN FOUND?

9. IF THERE WAS A FLOOD, WHERE ARE ALL OF THE FOSSILS OF HUMANS?

10. WHERE DID NOAH GET PITCH?

11. WAS ANCIENT MAN PRIMITIVE?
WHAT ABOUT THE GREAT PYRAMID?

WAS THE EARTH EVER A HOT MOLTEN MASS?

WHAT ABOUT GLOBAL WARMING?

DOES THE GREEN RIVER FORMATION PROVE THE EARTH IS MILLIONS OF YEARS OLD?

WHAT ABOUT THE MARS ROCK?
17 COULD GOD USE EVOLUTION TO GET US HERE?  (THEISTIC EVOLUTION)

18 DOES EVOLUTION FIT WHAT THE BIBLE TEACHES?

19 WHAT ABOUT OTHER RELIGIONS?

Ephesians 4:14  “That we henceforth be no more children, tossed to and fro, and carried about with every wind of doctrine, by the sleight of men, and cunning craftiness, whereby they lie in wait to deceive;”

20 DID THE POPE ACCEPT EVOLUTION?

21 IS ALLAH THE SAME AS THE GOD OF THE BIBLE?
22 WHAT DO MORMONS BELIEVE?

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

23 ARE JEHOVAH’S WITNESSES CHRISTIAN?

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

24 ARE THERE CONTRADICTIONS IN THE BIBLE?

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________
Seminar Seven D

25 ARE THERE CONTRADICTIONS IN THE BIBLE (cont.)?

26 WHY USE THE KING JAMES BIBLE?

27 WHAT ABOUT THE GAP THEORY?

28 ARE THERE HIDDEN CODES IN THE BIBLE?
WHERE DID GOD COME FROM?

WHO WROTE GENESIS?

HOW DID THEY HAVE LIGHT BEFORE THE SUN?

WHERE IS THE GARDEN OF EDEN?

AS THERE DEATH BEFORE ADAM SINNED?
Seminar Seven E

34 WHAT DOES THE NAME “ADAM” MEAN?

35 WHERE DID ALL OF THE RACES COME FROM?

36 WHAT ABOUT CLONING?

37 WHY DID GOD MAKE POISONOUS SNAKES?

38 WHERE IS THE ARK OF THE COVENANT?

39 IS GOD’S NAME IN JERUSALEM?
40 WHAT ABOUT BIGFOOT?

41 WHO ARE THE NEPHILIM OF GENESIS 6?

42 WHAT ARE THE UFOs?

43 HOW LONG WERE ADAM & EVE IN THE GARDEN BEFORE SIN?
WHAT ABOUT THE MARK OF THE BEAST?

WHAT IS THE SHROUD OF TURIN?

ARE THE WORDS CREATED AND MADE DIFFERENT?
WHERE CAN I GET MORE CREATION INFORMATION?

WHAT ABOUT THE RED SEA CROSSING?

WHAT ABOUT SODOM AND GOMORRAH?

WHAT IS A UNICORN?
DO WISDOM TEETH PROVE EVOLUTION?

WHY ARE THE BIBLICAL GENEALOGIES INCOMPLETE?

WHEN DID ANIMALS BECOME CARNIVOROUS?
# Answer Key

**Seminar One**

1. Basic Instructions Before Leaving Earth
2. Who
   Where
   Why
   Where
3. A. Humanist
   B. Creationist
4. die
5. long
   loud
   often
   big
6. are not
7. good
8. Pensacola, Florida
9. Cosmic
   Chemical
   Stellar
   Organic
   Macro
   Micro
10. Matter
11. world
    world
12. is not
13. single spoken sentence
14. God, dirt
15. science
    religion
16. 4400 years ago: Flood
    2000 years ago: Jesus came
today: waiting for the Lord
17. D
18. Everything
19. can
20. 1963

**Pop Quiz #1**

- fairy tale

**Pop Quiz #2**

- limiting

**Seminar One B**

1. beginning
2. beginning
3. Man brought death into the world.
4. first
5. does
6. beginning
7. B
8. could
9. 25
10. Genesis
11. 6
   twice
   billion
   150
   under
12. C
   300
13. white
14. cooling
15. C
16. rings
17. farther, closer
18. 10
19. Oort
20. do not
21. think, think
22. 10, stronger
23. 40, Mexico
24. 1000, faster
25. prevailing, desertification
26. 20, 10
27. 30
28. Greenland
29. 263
30. are not
31. does not
32. thousand
33. pine
34. Australia
35. Niagara
36. 30
37. does not
38. is
39. men, Christ

Seminar Two
1. scoffers
2. willingly, out, in
3. Creation
4. Genesis
   Hebrew Lesson #1 without form, empty
5. B
   Hebrew Lesson #2 again
6. 1814
7. sun, insects
8. dirt
9. B
10. moon, stars
11. circle
12. greenhouse
13. horse
14. tree sap
15. 50
16. double
17. 3
18. lower

Seminar Two B
1. pig
2. human, ape
3. arthritis
4. 1973
5. 3
6. is not
7. footprints
8. C
9. hindrance
10. monkey, tools, 10
11. 3, thigh, skull, 2
12. wise, fools
13. died
14. A
15. prehistoric
16. skin
17. 18
18. 2
19. 3
20. 60
21. 12
22. 10
23. elephant
24. 15, 80
25. 2
26. closed, open
27. A
28. Peru
29. Texas
30. 6, 7
31. coal
32. was not
33. diet
34. A
35. B17
36. 160
37. C
38. bread
39. Drug
40. money, evil
41. after
42. lamb, child

25. People really have seen sea monsters.
26. Perfume

**Seminar Three**

1. Belief
2. God
3. 6
4. dinosaurs
5. Reptiles
6. B
7. football
8. nostrils, two
9. Belief
10. C
11. Turkey
12. seventh
13. top
14. fingertip
15. Titanic
16. belief
17. 200
18. C
19. science
20. C
21. C
22. Ica
23. circle
24. Belief

**Seminar Three B**

1. the word dinosaur: 1841
2. Job, light, message
3. bills, rules
4. C
5. Belief
6. fens
7. 55
8. malombo
9. Amazon
10. 1933
11. Zealand
12. shark
13. G
14. A
15. C
16. E
17. H
18. B
19. F
20. J
21. I
22. D
23. dragon
24. Kongamato
25. Piasa

**Seminar Four**

1. textbooks
2. Colorado
3. bottom, bottom, not
4. Grand, Hopi
5. Hutton
6. Uniformitarianism
7. Lyell
8. C
9. 100
10. erosion
11. C
12. is not
13. alive
14. Coelacanth
15. hands
16. polystrate
17. upside
18. Helens
19. does not
20. Beagle
21. Galapagos
22. Micro
23. D
24. do
25. Seventy-five

Seminar Four C
1. no
2. oxygen
3. 2
4. do not
5. space shuttle
6. million
7. human
8. 50, 46
9. 15
10. 20
11. 3
12. greater
13. no
14. D
15. Punctuated
16. C
17. 55
18. ribs
19. ancient
20. did not
21. bird
22. 12
23. A. Different
   F. no
24. mind
25. delusion
26. is not
Seminar Five
1. right, wrong
2. Races
3. Eugenics
4. 1904
5. Otta Benga
6. 1871
7. one
8. Germans
9. Christianity
10. Karl Marx
11. private
12. income
13. labor
14. Free
15. billion
16. frisis
17. Nations
18. Go, teach, baptizing
19. B. wise
   D. Pray
   F. salt
   I. distracted
   J. trumpet
   K. souls
20. ½
21. basalt
22. weaker
23. Kansas City
24. rocks
25. food
26. suffocation
27. 1904
28. Otta Benga
29. 1871
30. one
31. Germans
32. Christianity
33. Karl Marx
34. private
35. income
36. labor
37. Free
38. billion
39. frisis
40. Nations
41. Go, teach, baptizing
42. B. wise
43. D. Pray
44. F. salt
45. I. distracted
46. J. trumpet
47. K. souls
48. ½
49. basalt
50. weaker
51. Kansas City
52. rocks
53. food
54. suffocation
55. 1904
56. Otta Benga
57. 1871
58. one
59. Germans
60. Christianity
61. Karl Marx
62. private
63. income
64. labor
65. Free
66. billion
67. frisis
68. Nations
69. Go, teach, baptizing
70. B. wise
71. D. Pray
72. F. salt
73. I. distracted
74. J. trumpet
75. K. souls

Seminar Six
1. Creation, Curse, Catastrophe
2. creation, Flood, judgment
3. thousand
4. rule
5. cursed
6. evidence
7. stretched out
8. womb
9. A. shape
   B. fossils
   C. magnetic reversals
10. ½
11. magnetic
   charged
   divided
   shortening
12. rings
13. fountains
14. coal
15. shelf
16. distance
17. E
18. Angle
19. 4,350
20. craters
21. magnet
22. magnetic
   charged
   divided
   shortening
23. rings
24. fountains
25. coal
26. shelf
27. south
28. spins, Canada
29. high hills
30. was not
31. Everest
32. frisis
33. Nations
34. Go, teach, baptizing
35. B. wise
36. D. Pray
37. F. salt
38. I. distracted
39. J. trumpet
40. K. souls
41. ½
42. basalt
43. weaker
44. Kansas City
45. rocks
46. food
47. suffocation
48. 1904
49. Otta Benga
50. 1871
51. one
52. Germans
53. Christianity
54. Karl Marx
55. private
56. income
57. labor
58. Free
59. billion
60. frisis
61. Nations
62. Go, teach, baptizing
63. B. wise
64. D. Pray
65. F. salt
66. I. distracted
67. J. trumpet
68. K. souls
69. ½
70. basalt
71. weaker
72. Kansas City
73. rocks
74. food
75. suffocation
76. 1904
77. Otta Benga
78. 1871
79. one
80. Germans
81. Christianity
82. Karl Marx
83. private
84. income
85. labor
86. Free
87. billion
88. frisis
89. Nations
90. Go, teach, baptizing
91. B. wise
92. D. Pray
93. F. salt
94. I. distracted
95. J. trumpet
96. K. souls
97. ½
98. basalt
99. weaker
100. Kansas City
101. rocks
102. food
103. suffocation
104. 1904
105. Otta Benga
106. 1871
107. one
108. Germans
109. Christianity
110. Karl Marx
111. private
112. income
113. labor
114. Free
115. billion
116. frisis
117. Nations
118. Go, teach, baptizing
119. B. wise
120. D. Pray
121. F. salt
122. I. distracted
123. J. trumpet
124. K. souls
125. ½
126. basalt
127. weaker
128. Kansas City
129. rocks
130. food
131. suffocation
132. 1904
133. Otta Benga
134. 1871
135. one
136. Germans
137. Christianity
138. Karl Marx
139. private
140. income
141. labor
142. Free
143. billion
144. frisis
145. Nations
146. Go, teach, baptizing
147. B. wise
148. D. Pray
149. F. salt
150. I. distracted
151. J. trumpet
152. K. souls
153. ½
154. basalt
155. weaker
156. Kansas City
157. rocks
158. food
159. suffocation
160. 1904
161. Otta Benga
162. 1871
163. one
164. Germans
165. Christianity
166. Karl Marx
167. private
168. income
169. labor
170. Free
171. billion
172. frisis
173. Nations
174. Go, teach, baptizing
175. B. wise
176. D. Pray
177. F. salt
178. I. distracted
179. J. trumpet
180. K. souls
181. ½
182. basalt
183. weaker
184. Kansas City
185. rocks
186. food
187. suffocation
188. 1904
189. Otta Benga
190. 1871
191. one
192. Germans
193. Christianity
194. Karl Marx
195. private
196. income
197. labor
198. Free
199. billion
200. frisis
201. Nations
202. Go, teach, baptizing
203. B. wise
204. D. Pray
205. F. salt
206. I. distracted
207. J. trumpet
208. K. souls
209. ½
210. basalt
211. weaker
212. Kansas City
213. rocks
214. food
215. suffocation
216. 1904
217. Otta Benga
218. 1871
219. one
220. Germans
221. Christianity
222. Karl Marx
223. private
224. income
225. labor
226. Free
227. billion
228. frisis
229. Nations
230. Go, teach, baptizing
231. B. wise
232. D. Pray
233. F. salt
234. I. distracted
235. J. trumpet
236. K. souls
237. ½
238. basalt
239. weaker
240. Kansas City
241. rocks
242. food
243. suffocation
244. 1904
245. Otta Benga
246. 1871
247. one
248. Germans
249. Christianity
250. Karl Marx
251. private
252. income
253. labor
254. Free
255. billion
256. frisis
257. Nations
258. Go, teach, baptizing
259. B. wise
260. D. Pray
261. F. salt
262. I. distracted
263. J. trumpet
264. K. souls
265. ½
266. basalt
267. weaker
268. Kansas City
269. rocks
270. food
271. suffocation
272. 1904
273. Otta Benga
274. 1871
275. one
276. Germans
277. Christianity
278. Karl Marx
279. private
280. income
281. labor
282. Free
283. billion
284. frisis
285. Nations
286. Go, teach, baptizing
287. B. wise
288. D. Pray
289. F. salt
290. I. distracted
291. J. trumpet
292. K. souls
293. ½
294. basalt
295. weaker
296. Kansas City
297. rocks
298. food
299. suffocation
300. 1904
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33. Fish
   Amphibian
   Reptiles
   Mammals
34. down
35. mountain
36. B
37. soft
38. 60
39. can
40.   A. mud
   C. 9
   D. Spirit
   coal
41. 80
42. dinosaur tracks
43. A
44. Seventh, thirteenth
45.   B. eat
   C. build
46. earth
47. cities
48. should
Dr. Kent Hovind, a high school science teacher for 15 years, is now considered one of the foremost authorities on "science and the Bible." He speaks over 800 times each year in public and private schools, universities, churches, camps, radio programs, and many other meetings. He has debated evolutionists at many universities across America and is dedicated to the proclamation of factual, scientific evidence supporting the biblical record of creation and history of the world.

This book is designed to supplement his fact-filled creation seminars which are exciting and informative, causing even the most devout evolutionist to sit up and take notice! Christians will be encouraged in their faith and non-believers will be seriously challenged to reconsider their beliefs!

"Evolutionism is a religious world view that is not supported by science, Scripture, popular opinion, or common sense. The exclusive teaching of this dangerous, mind-altering philosophy in tax supported schools, parks, museums, etc. is a clear violation of the First Amendment."

—Dr. Kent Hovind

CSE Ministry
29 Cummings Road
Pensacola, FL [32503]
(850) 479-3466
fax (850) 479-8562
www.drdino.com